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ABSTRACT: Peptides that bind to a given major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC) molecule share sequence
similarity. Therefore, a position specific scoring matrix
(PSSM) or profile derived from a set of peptides known to
bind to a specific MHC molecule would be a suitable
predictor of whether other peptides might bind, thus
anticipating possible T-cell epitopes within a protein. In
this approach, the binding potential of any peptide se-
quence (query) to a given MHC molecule is linked to its
similarity to a group of aligned peptides known to bind to
that MHC, and can be obtained by comparing the query
to the PSSM. This article describes the derivation of
alignments and profiles from a collection of peptides
known to bind a specific MHC, compatible with the
structural and molecular basis of the peptide-MHC class I
(MHCI) interaction. Moreover, in order to apply these
profiles to the prediction of peptide-MHCI binding, we
have developed a new search algorithm (RANKPEP) that
ranks all possible peptides from an input protein using the
PSSM coefficients. The predictive power of the method
was evaluated by running RANKPEP on proteins known
to bear MHCI Kb- and Db-restricted T-cell epitopes.
Analysis of the results indicates that  80% of these
epitopes are among the top 2% of scoring peptides. Pre-
diction of peptide-MHC binding using a variety of
MHCI-specific PSSMs is available on line at our RANK-
PEP web server (www.mifoundation.org/Tools/rank-
pep.html). In addition, the RANKPEP server also allows
the user to enter additional profiles, making the server a
powerful and versatile computational biology benchmark
for the prediction of peptide-MHC binding. Human Im-
munology 63, 701–709 (2002). © American Society for
Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics, 2002. Pub-
lished by Elsevier Science Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules
play a key role in the immune system by capturing
peptide antigens for display on cell surfaces. Different
MHC molecules bind distinct sets of peptides. Subse-
quently, these peptide-MHC complexes (pMHC) are rec-
ognized by T cells via their T-cell receptors (TCR) (re-
viewed in references [1–4]). T-cell recognition is thus
restricted to those peptides that the MHC molecules can
present. Therefore, prediction of peptides that can bind
to MHC molecules is important for identification of
peptides capable of eliciting a T-cell response.
There are two major classes of MHC molecules, class
I and class II (MHCI and MHCII, respectively) that,
despite their structural similarity, differ in many ways
[5]. MHCI are recognized by CD8 cytotoxic T lympho-
cytes (CTL), whereas MHCII are recognized by CD4
helper T cells. The type of peptide that MHCI and
MHCII bind is also different. MHCI molecules bind
short peptides, usually between 8 and 10 residues, with
their N- and C-terminal ends pinned in the peptide
binding groove [1]. In contrast, peptides bound to MH-
CII are longer, more variable in length (9 to 22 residues),
and both the N- and C-terminal ends of the peptide can
extend beyond the peptide binding groove [1, 3]. The
binding motifs for MHCII are less well defined than
those for MHC class I [6]. In this article, we will focus
on prediction of peptide binding to MHCI molecules.
MHCI binding peptides are related by sequence sim-
ilarity, and therefore prediction of pMHCI binding has
traditionally been accomplished using sequence motif
patterns as predictors [7]. These sequence patterns are
usually extracted from large numbers of existing known
peptides, or from pool sequencing experiments [6, 8].
The specific amino acids present in the pattern are called
anchor residues, and the positions where they occur are
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termed anchor positions [8]. For example, the sequence
patterns described [8] for Kb octamers and Db nanomers
are the following:
Kb X-X-Y-X-[YF]-X-X-[LMIV]
Db X-X-X-X-N-X-X-X-[LMIV].
Such sequence patterns, however, have proven to be
too simple, as the binding ability of a peptide to a given
MHC molecule cannot be explained exclusively in terms
of the presence or absence of a few anchor residues [9,
10]. In response to these limitations, motif matrices have
also been developed to account for the preference of every
amino acid type at every position in the peptide [6, 11].
Coefficients in these matrices relate to the strength of the
amino acid signals in a pool sequence of peptides eluted
from a given MHCI molecule, or to the occurrence of an
amino acid in a set of binding peptides. However, the
precise way in which the coefficients are derived is not
clear.
The above matrices offer two good efforts at repre-
senting the complexity of MHCI binding motifs [6, 11].
Nevertheless, it is well-established that position specific
scoring matrices (PSSM) or profiles created from a set of
aligned sequences provides a better way for defining and
recognizing sequence motifs [12]. There are several
methods to generate PSSM from aligned sequences, usu-
ally including distinct sequence weighting methods [13,
14]. In all cases, profile coefficients relate to the observed
frequency of every amino acid at the position column of
the alignment, corrected by the expected frequency of
that amino acid in the background using a reference
database. Thus, in this approach the binding potential of
any peptide (query) to a given MHC molecule can be
obtained by comparing the query to a PSSM created from
a set of aligned MHCI-specific peptides. In this article
we describe a new search algorithm, RANKPEP, that
ranks all possible peptides from a test protein using
PSSM coefficients. In addition, this study describes, for
Kb and Db molecules, that profiles created from aligned
peptides are very sensitive in identifying MHCI-re-
stricted epitopes. These profiles are guided by recent
structural data indicating differences in binding residues
involving peptides of distinct length. Peptide-MHC
binding prediction using PSSMs are available at our
RANKPEP web server (www.mifoundation.org/Tools/
rankpep.html), where users can select the provided
PSSMs or enter their own.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peptide and Protein Sequences
Sequences of peptides that bind to MHC molecules were
collected from the MHCPEP database [15], which is
available for downloading from the worldwide web
(http://wehih.wehi.edu.au/mhcpep/). The MHC database
contains 13,423 peptide entries distributed between 281
MHC specificities. All peptides in the MHCPEP data-
base are binders, but their binding strength for specific
MHC molecule is reported as unknown, low, moderate or
high. This work has excluded MHC class I ligands that
were ranked as low binders. Sequences of Kb (8 mers) and
Db (9 mers) restricted T-cell epitopes were collected from
the literature, and from the SYFPEITHI database [6],
and their protein sources were collected from the Gen-
bank database following a blast search [16] against Gen-
bank using these peptides as queries. In total, 37 Kb- and
34 Db-restricted epitopes were identified.
Block Alignments and PSSM of
MHCI-Specific Ligands
Peptides binding specific MHC molecules were isolated
from the MHCPEP database in fasta format and curated
from sequences that are closely related using the purge
utility of the Gibbs sampler [17], choosing an exhaustive
method and a maximum blosum62 relatedness score of
30. Typically, this purge protocol guarantees that in a set
of 8 mers any peptide differs in at least four residues from
any other peptide. Peptide sequences were then parsed by
size in five sets of 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 mers to give
ungapped block alignments of peptides, and profiles [12]
were built for those individual sets containing at least
five sequences. Profiles basically consist of a table con-
taining the sequence-weighted frequency of each one of
20 amino acids observed in every column of the align-
ment divided by the corresponding expected frequency of
that amino acid in the background (usually the frequency
of the amino acid in the SWISSPROT database). There
are, however, various protocols to make the profiles that
usually vary in the weighting method used to reduce
sequence redundancy. In this study we tested the profiles
generated by PROFILEWEIGHT [14] and the
BLK2PSSM utility included in the BLIMPS package
[13, 18].
PROFILEWEIGHT uses a branch proportional
weighing method, whereas BLK2PSSM can be used with
the following weighting methods: P  position-based
method [19]; A  pairwise distance method [20]; V 
Voroni method [21]; and Cn  clustering method [22].
BLK2PSSM and PROFILEWEIGHT differ not only in
the weighting method they apply, but also in the actual
formula by which amino acids counts are translated into
profile coefficients (to learn about the actual equations
see Henikoff et al. [13] and Thompson et al. [14]).
Searching Sequences With MHCI-Specific PSSMs
of MHC-Binding Peptides
To prospect protein sequences for MHC ligands using
PSSM, we have written a dynamic algorithm in Python
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that scores all protein segments (peptides) with the
length of the PSSM width, and sorts them accordingly.
Scores are obtained by aligning the PSSM with the
protein segments, and adding up the profile scores that
match the residue type and position in the profile. Scor-
ing starts at the beginning of each sequence, and the
PSSM is slid over the sequence one residue at a time until
the end of the sequence.
Prediction of Kb- and Db-Restricted Peptides
Using PSSM
The power of profiles to correctly predict peptide-MHCI
binding was assessed by checking whether empirically
determined Kb- and Db-restricted epitopes were among
the top ranking peptides when their protein sources were
scored using profiles derived from the relevant alignment
of peptides binding Kb and Db. For each alignment of
binders, we built five different PSSMs following the
methods described above. To investigate the effect of the
number of MHC binding peptides in the matrix on the
sensitivity of predictions, block alignments containing a
decreasing number of peptides binding Kb and Db were
obtained by randomly removing ten peptides at a time
from the original alignment (35 3 25 3 15 3 5 for
Kb, for example). No grouping with fewer than five
alignments was utilized. PSSMs were then created for the
different alignments and used to predict known Kb- and
Db-restricted epitopes. The process of randomly remov-
ing sequences from the original alignment, creating the
profiles, and scoring the protein sources of Kb- and
Db-restricted epitopes was repeated 100 times, and the
mean and standard deviation of the number of known
epitopes found among the top 5 and 10 predicted pep-
tides was obtained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MHCI Molecules: Correlation Between Structure
and Specificity
Peptides bound to an MHCI molecule are in an extended
conformation with several side chains accommodated in
the binding pockets of the MHCI binding groove (Figure
1), and the N- and C-terminal pinned into the groove,
connected by a network of hydrogen bonds with con-
served residues of the MHCI molecule [1, 23, 24]. In
turn, the binding pockets of the MHCI are delineated by
polymorphic side chains, providing the molecular basis
for the peptide specificity of the different MHC mole-
cules and the correlation between peptide-binding se-
quence patterns (motifs) and various MHC alleles. Thus,
anchor residues present in peptide-binding sequence pat-
terns have side chains that have been selected for the
geometry and chemical environment of the MHCI bind-
ing pockets. Moreover, the constraints that MHCI mol-
ecules impose on the specific residue type and overall
length of the peptides to achieve binding have indeed
facilitated the identification of many of these sequence
patterns, which in turn have been used to predict pMHC
binding [7, 8]. Nevertheless, the interaction of the pep-
tide with the MHCI molecule is not only restricted to
the primary anchor residues, and, indeed, the importance
of secondary anchors and deleterious residues at noncon-
served positions [9, 10] places a limitation on the use-
fulness of these simple patterns. Therefore, better de-
scriptors than sequence patterns alone are required to
represent the complexity of peptide-MHC binding mo-
tifs.
Defining MHCI-Specific Binding Motifs
Using PSSM
Peptides binding to a specific MHC molecule are func-
tionally related, and, therefore, a PSSM or profile derived
from them should capture the complexity of the binding
motif. However, for a profile to be a good descriptor of
the binding motif, binding peptides must be aligned by
structural and/or sequence similarity. MHCI molecules
can bind peptides that differ in length by one or two
amino acids, and when all peptides are aligned indepen-
dently of length, gapped alignments will result. Unfor-
tunately, the sequence similarity of peptide ligands can
be very low, making the generation of such gapped
alignments difficult. Moreover, peptides of different sizes
can frequently bind to the same MHCI molecule in two
different modes [25], through utilization of alternative
binding pockets. Hence, the structure and sequence re-
lationship between these peptides is unclear (Figure 2A).
For example, Figure 2A illustrates how p2I, p3I, p5F,
and p8L anchor residues of OVA octapeptide (1VAC)
interact with Kb, whereas p2R, p3D, p6R, and p9M
anchor residues of YGS (2VAD) interact with the same
MHCI molecule differently. In particular, the third an-
chor residues (p5F vs. p6R in OVA versus YGS, respec-
tively) insert into separate pockets. As a consequence, the
YGS peptide mainchain arches upward and exposes more
atomic contacts to the TCR. In contrast, peptides of the
same size that bind to a given MHCI typically share the
same binding mode, superimpose well in three-dimen-
sional space, and possess side chains accommodated by
the same binding pockets of the MHCI binding groove
(Figure 2B). In view of these considerations, we have
separated the peptides bound to a given MHCI molecule
into subsets containing only peptides of the same length,
thus creating separate, ungapped block alignments and
profiles.
Prediction of Peptide-MHCI Binding Using PSSMs
Once the PSSM has been created, the binding potential
of any peptide sequence (query) to the MHC molecule is
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linked to its similarity to the group of aligned binding
peptides and can be obtained by comparing the query to
the PSSM using dynamic programming algorithms.
Thus, in order to prospect a query protein for potential
peptide-MHCI binders we developed a new search algo-
rithm (RANKPEP), which uses the profile coefficients
that score all possible fragments the width of the PSSM,
and ranks them by score (see the Methods section for
details). However, rank per se is insufficient to assess
whether a peptide is a potential binder. Consequently, to
more specifically identify potential binders, we score all
the peptide sequences included in the alignment from
which a profile is derived and define a binding threshold
as the score value that includes 90% of the peptides
within the PSSM. This binding threshold is built into
each of our matrices, delineating the range of putative
binders among the top scoring peptides. For example,
given a random protein of 1000 amino acids, around 2%
(18) of the peptides are in the binding range for the Kb
molecule (Figure 3). This number may vary from profile
FIGURE 1 Peptide binding groove of class I MHC mole-
cules. The figure illustrates a view of the molecular surface of
the peptide binding 1-2 antigen-presenting platform of the
mouse Kb class I major histocompatibility complex (MHCI) as
seen by the T-cell receptor (TCR). The Kb molecule is in
complex with a peptide derived from chicken ovalbumin (SI-
INFEKL) represented by sticks to highlight the contours of
the binding groove. The binding domain of MHCI molecules
is composed of two antiparallel -helices sitting over a base of
eight antiparallel -strands (a worm representation of these
secondary structures is depicted under the molecular surface).
Peptide side chains that are facing the MHCI binding groove
(anchor residues p2I, p3I, p5F, and p8L) are indicated. Anchor
residues make a major contribution to binding. Nevertheless,
the peptide is deeply buried in the binding groove and the
interaction between peptide and MHCI molecule is not re-
stricted to the anchor residues, explaining why sequence pat-
terns are not adequate to describe the complexity of the MHCI
binding motif. The figure was derived from pdb 1VAC [39]
and was prepared using the GRASP program [40]. Note that
the unlabeled p4N, p6E, and p7K are exposed to the TCR.
FIGURE 2 Binding mode of peptides bound to major his-
tocompatability complex class I (MHCI) molecules. The illus-
tration reveals the superimposition of the Kb molecule in
complex with peptides of different length (panel A), and in
complex with peptides of the same length (panel B). The
structure-based sequence alignment of the peptides bound to
the Kb molecules are depicted under the drawing. Peptide side
chains that face the MHCI molecule (anchor residues) are
shadowed in the alignment. Panel A: Kb molecules are in
complex with peptides derived from chicken ovalbumin
(OVA) and yeast -glucosidase (YGS). YGS is indicated in red
in the structure. Note the different binding modes of the two
peptides with an alternative use of binding pockets resulting
in poor structural superimposition. Peptide side chains using
the alternative binding pocket are shadowed in gray in the
sequences, and indicated with arrows in the structural draw-
ing. Panel B: Kb molecules are in complex with eight residue
peptides derived from vesicular stomatitis virus nucleoprotein
(VSV8), OVA, and a naturally processed mouse octapeptide
(PBM1). Note the same binding mode used by the three
peptides, with their anchor residues superimposed very well in
three-dimensional space, and occupying the same binding
pockets. PDB names of the structures used for this analysis are
given in parentheses. Structures were superimposed using
TOP [41], and the figure was prepared using RASMOL [42].
For Kb only the C trace is given in green.
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to profile, but is in accord with the fact that a given
MHCI molecule binds only a subset of potential peptides
derived from one protein. False-positives cannot be ex-
cluded among those selected, but in view of the small
number of peptides selected by RANKPEP, this is of
little practical consequence. On the other hand, the
possibility of a false-negative result is more uncertain,
but would imply the lack of complete descriptor of
binding. At this time we can only describe the sensitivity
of the predictions yielded through various PSSMs, be-
cause a false-negative or false-positive peptide assign-
ment requires additional empirical data.
Sensitivity of PSSMs in the Prediction of Kb- and
Db-Restricted Epitopes: Comparison of Various
Sequence Weighting Methods and Alignment Sizes
MHCI-specific T-cell epitopes should be expected
among the high scoring peptides from within their pro-
tein sources, if PSSMs are good predictors of pMHCI
binding. We checked the validity of this notion with a
practical example regarding murine Kb and Db MHCI
molecules. Specifically, we identified 37 Kb and 34 Db
T-cell epitopes and their protein sources, and scored all
peptides fragments from their respective proteins using
relevant profiles derived from Kb- and Db-binding pep-
tides. Subsequently, we determined whether the natu-
rally restricted peptides were among the top scoring
peptides according to RANKPEP. It is known that
sequence weighting increases the sensitivity of the pro-
files. However, in the absence of a general consensus
about the optimal sequence weighting methodology, five
different types of profile predictors were tested: one
generated using PROFILEWEIGHT [14], which uses a
branch-proportional sequence weighting method; and
four generated with BLK2PSSM [13, 18], in combina-
tion with different weighting methods (see the Materials
and Methods section for more details). The correctly
predicted Kb- and Db-restricted epitopes among the top
1, top 3, top 5, and top 10 scoring peptides are listed in
Table 1. Overall, the predictions are quite robust given
that alignments and profiles were derived in an auto-
mated way. Thus, over 80% of the known Kb- and
Db-restricted epitopes were found within the top 10
scoring peptides, regardless of the specific profile used.
FIGURE 3 Score distribution of a random protein using a
Kb-specific profile. The figure illustrates a graph of the scores
of the peptides from a random protein of 1000 amino acids
plotted against the ranking of the peptides. Only positive
scores have been represented. Scoring was carried out using a
Kb-specific profile generated using BLK2PSSM [13, 18]. The
binding threshold for this specific profile had a value of 9.5.
This means that 90% of the peptides from which the position
specific scoring matrice (PSSM) was derived had a score  9.5
(indicated in the figure). Thus, peptides with a score equal or
above the binding threshold will likely bind to the Kb mole-
cule.
TABLE 1 Prediction of Kb- and Db-restricted peptides from their protein sources
MHC Top 1 Top 3 Top 5 Top 10
PW Kb 11 (29.73%) 22 (59.46%) 24 (64.86%) 30 (81.08%)
Db 15 (44.12%) 21 (61.76%) 23 (67.65%) 28 (82.35%)
P Kb 14 (37.84%) 24 (64.86%) 26 (70.27%) 30 (81.08%)
Db 18 (52.94%) 24 (70.59%) 28 (82.35%) 29 (85.29%)
A Kb 14 (37.84%) 23 (62.16%) 28 (75.68%) 31 (83.78%)
Db 16 (47.06%) 24 (70.59%) 27 (79.41%) 29 (85.29%)
V Kb 14 (37.84%) 22 (59.46%) 26 (70.27%) 31 (83.78%)
Db 15 (44.12%) 25 (73.53%) 28 (82.35%) 29 (85.29%)
Cn Kb 14 (37.84%) 24 (64.86%) 28 (75.68%) 31 (83.78%)
Db 16 (47.06%) 24 (70.59%) 27 (79.41%) 28 (82.35%)
For each alignment of Kb and Db binders, five profiles were built. PW profiles were built using PROFILEWEIGHT, which uses a branch proportional weighting
method [14]. P, A, V, and Cn matrices were built using BLK2PSSM with the following weighting methods: P  position-based method [19]; A  pairwise
distance method [20]; V  Voroni method [21]; and Cn  clustering method [22]. Kb profiles were then used to score 37 protein sequences, each bearing one
of the 37 Kb-restricted epitopes. Db profiles were used to score 34 proteins, each bearing one of the 34 identified Db-restricted epitopes. The table illustrates the
number and percentage of Kb- and Db-restricted epitopes that were included among the top 1, top 3, top 5, and top 10 scoring peptides.
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Also, taking into account that the average sequence
length of the protein sources of Kb- and Db-restricted
peptides were 502 aa and 597 aa, respectively, it follows
that over 80% of the known restricted peptides appeared
in2% of the top scoring peptides. It is also noteworthy
that only 8 of Kb-restricted peptides, and 11 of Db-
restricted peptides were actually included in the align-
ment from which the profiles were derived. We see no
clear differences between the five sets of prediction re-
sults obtained from profiles derived using BLK2PSSM
and PROFILEWEIGHT.
In order to address the question of how many peptides
are required for a proper representation of the MHC-
peptide binding motif that would yield appropriate pre-
dictions, we have also used profiles derived from align-
ments of different size (see the Materials and Methods
section). The results illustrated in Figure 4 indicate that
60% of the restricted epitopes are found within the top
2% of scoring peptides when using profiles derived from
alignments that contained only five sequences. Interest-
ingly, for the two smallest alignments (15 or less se-
quences), the trend was for a marginally better prediction
if profiles were made using PROFILEWEIGHT. Given
the results, we have chosen PROFILEWEIGHT for gen-
eration of all matrices.
Availability
Predictions of peptide-MHCI binding using PSSMs are
available online from the Molecular Immunology Foun-
dation web server hosted by the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute (http://www.mifoundation.org/Tools/rankpep.
html). Currently, the site contains profiles from 57 dif-
ferent MHCI molecules that, by default, are made using
PROFILEWEIGHT. The average number of peptides in
the block alignments from which we derived the profiles
is 29, and profiles were built only if the alignment
contained a minimum of five sequences. The largest
alignment contains 162 peptide sequences, correspond-
ing to those binding to the HLA-A2*0201 allele. Gen-
erally, for each MHCI specificity, individual alignments
are derived corresponding to sets of peptides of each
different length accommodated by that MHC molecule
(see the Materials and Methods section). Every profile
yields an optimum sequence (consensus) that gives the
highest score, and thus for every sorted peptide, the
server outputs its score and the percentage of the opti-
mum score. The number of scored peptides returned by
the server is selected by the user. In addition, those
peptides whose scores are equal or greater than the bind-
ing threshold score will be highlighted. Finally, the
server also returns the amino acid position of the peptide
in the original sequence as well as its molecular weight.
We are confident that the protocol we have followed to
build the PSSMs is appropriate to represent the binding
motif of that set of MHCI binding peptides. Neverthe-
less, our matrices are limited by the quality of the
FIGURE 4 Prediction of Kb- and Db-restricted peptides
using position specific scoring matrice (PSSM) derived from
alignments of different size. Proteins known to contain Kb-
and Db-restricted epitopes (37 Kb and 34 Db ligands) were
scored using various PSSMs derived from alignments contain-
ing a variable number of peptides (indicated in the figure), and
the percentage of restricted peptides found in the top ten
scoring peptides are represented in the figure. Alignments
were generated by removing ten peptides at random from the
previous alignment (see the Materials and Methods section),
and five profiles were derived for each alignment: a 
BLK2PSSM with a pairwise distance sequence weighting
method [20]; b  BLK2PSSM with a clustering sequence
weighting method [22]; c  BLK2PSSM with position-based
sequence weighting method [19]; d  BLK2PSSM with Vo-
roni distance sequence weighting method [21]; and e PRO-
FILEWEIGHT [14]. The process of creating the alignments,
profiles, and running the predictions was repeated 100 times,
and thus the values represent the mean of the percentage with
standard deviations noted. Panel A  Kb, Panel B  Db.
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sequences we started with, and, therefore, we have also
given the user the possibility of entering their own
matrices. In fact, the server can input most profile for-
mats as long as a header line with the amino acid types
in the profile columns is included.
CONCLUSIONS
CTL responses rely on the recognition of peptides that
must be presented on the target cell surface by MHC
class I molecules. Therefore, determination of peptides
that bind to MHCI molecules is important and has been
approached by several methods, including quantitative
matrices [26–28], neural networks [29, 30], and peptide
threading [31, 32]. Although a direct comparison be-
tween the various methods is not straightforward due to
the different criteria followed by authors to assess the
power of their predictors, it seems that overall quantita-
tive matrices and neural networks yield similarly good
results, whereas peptide threading remains under devel-
opment. Quantitative matrices are generated from actual
binding measurements of peptide interactions with a
given MHC molecule, and those generated by Parker et
al. [26] are indeed publicly available. Prediction matrices
of Parker et al. [26] were generated from a limited set of
peptides, perhaps explaining a recent report [33] describ-
ing poor correspondence between the predicted MHC
binding peptides and those determined experimentally.
Quantitative matrices have also been derived from posi-
tional scanning combinatorial peptide libraries (PSCPL)
[27, 28], where all possible peptides of a given length are
represented by sets of sublibraries and in each sublibrary,
one amino acid is kept fixed whereas the remaining
positions contain mixtures of all amino acids. Unfortu-
nately, to date, prediction of pMHCI binding using these
PSCPL-derived matrices is not freely accessible. More-
over, the generation of those matrices requires substan-
tial investment of money and time. Prediction of pMHCI
binding through neural network algorithms is also un-
available to the public, and although predictors could be
derived by training on existing collections of peptide
binding data, the technique itself is not readily within
reach of the average researcher.
For the above reasons, sequence motifs remain one of
the most popular methods applied to the prediction of
pMHCI binding. In this regard, peptides are useful for
representing sequence motifs, and indeed popular data-
bases such as the BLOCK [18] and PROSITE databases
[33] contain sets of motif profiles derived from protein
families that are used for the functional classification of
new sequences via their similarity to these profiles. In
this study, we applied the concept to the prediction of
peptide-MHCI binding. Thus, we have generated a col-
lection of profile motifs from MHCI-specific binding
peptides that are available online for the detection of
pMHCI binding sequences using a dynamic search algo-
rithm (RANKPEP). Our profiles of MHCI-specific bind-
ing peptides have been generated following a protocol to
minimize redundancy of the initial data, and, impor-
tantly, taking into account recent structural insights into
the basis of the interaction between the peptide and the
MHCI molecule [5]. A similar approach to profiles using
a hidden Markov motif (HMM) was previously applied to
the prediction of HLA-A2 binding peptides [34]. How-
ever, prediction of pMHCI binding using HMMs is not
broadly available, and moreover, HMMs were built with-
out taking into account the fact that peptides of different
lengths can utilize different binding modes.
Our RANKPEP server provides a framework for the
prediction of MHC-peptide binding using custom pro-
files, such as those obtained from the automated motif
discovering programs MEME (http://meme.sdsc.edu/
meme/website/) [35], the MOTIF SAMPLER [17], and
PROTOMAT (http://www.blocks.fhcrc.org/) [36], mak-
ing our server also useful for the prediction of class II
MHC peptides. Class II MHC motifs are harder to define
than class I MHC motifs for two reasons: (1) MHC class
II molecules bind peptides that range from 9 to 22
residues in length, yet only nine residues fit in the
binding groove [3, 37]; and (2) MHC class II molecules
impose fewer restrictions than MHCI on the type of side
chains that can be accommodated into their binding
pockets [3, 37]. Thus, most sequence alignment tools,
such as CLUSTALW [38] that perform global align-
ments will fail to correctly align a set of MHC class II
binding peptides. In contrast, motif discovering pro-
grams are optimized to find short ungapped sequence
motif patterns from within a set of related sequences of
variable length, and therefore are more likely to succeed
in finding the sequence binding motif from a collection
of peptides binding to a given MHC molecule. We
believe that RANKPEP constitutes a powerful as well as
a flexible benchmark for the prediction of peptide-MHCI
binding at a level readily accessible to most researchers
investigating immune recognition-based diseases.
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